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1. INTRODUCTION

In this article we will summarize recent results from the E814 forward spectrometer on

proton and pion distributions that give insight into the initial baryon (and energy) density
achieved in central collisions as well as the temperature of the system at freeze-out. An

independent measure for the latter, complementing the slope constants of particle spectra,
is the population of nucleon excited states, in particular the A(1232) resonance. Besides
its influence on the pion spectra it has also been identified directly in our experiment
and we will discuss the first results. The first results from E814 on kaon spectra at low

transverse momentum p, will be presented here; the spectra show an unexpected very

steep rise at the lowest pt. The two pion correlation function has been studied for positive
and negative pions and we will show that it is consistent with a large source size at freeze-
out. Finally, we will show that the present data give a consistent picture of a system in
thermal and chemical equilibrium at freeze-out.

The data presented here will be for central 14.6 A GeV/c Si + AI and Si + Pb
collisions. The measure for centrality is always the multiplicity of charged particles Arc

emitted into the pseudorapidity range 0.85 < r/< 3.8. Different centrality cuts will be
quantified in terms of the trigger cross section (T in units of the geometric cross section
%_o _ 3.6 b (1.6 b) for the Pb (AI) target. The E814 experimental setup has been
described previously (see e.g. [1]); all data presented here were taken in runs in spring
1991 and 1992 in the 'open spectrometer configuration' described in [2]. It covers in one

fixed setting an angular range in the magnet bend plane of-115 < 8= < 14 mr and -21

< 0r < 21 mr perpendicular to it. DISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT IS UNLIMrTED
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2. BARYON RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTION

• The protonrapiditydistributionforvery

__ central (o'/%eo = 0.2 %)Si + AI collisions is

''"'''"---'----''--''"'_-_=eo-xoo 11_-_lq I shown inFigure1.As describedinmore de-

. J/q _//_,,f%_,_L. ] theexperimentalcoverageinptissufficientlylargetocompletetheintegraltop,= cowith-
/_]_\ out introducing a noticeable error in dN/dy

s I , (solid points in Fig. I). The (near) symmetry

/. of the colliding system requires the rapidity
distribution to be symmetric about midrapid-
ity and hence allows the reflection of the data
points about midrapidity to obtain informa-

0 tion for y _< 1.0. In the interval y = 1.0 -
0 1 z _ 4 2.4 only the low pt part of the spectrum is

measured.To completetheintegraltoobtain
10 _ ._, ,,, ,,-- dN/dy we have assumed a 'reasonable' range

_" { z _vi_ x"_/' x.. in Fig. 1. The lower limit is to be viewedit d,dy no
s_ _ Viv " _ I - assuchsinceitassumesthatslopeconstantsareconstantfory - 0.8-2.6,whiletheupper

limitreflectstheexpectedand generallyob-

servedrapiditydependenceoftheslopes(see

0 [2] and below).
0 t 2 3 4 The absence of a peak at beam rapid-

Y ity indicates the large degree of stopping in
Figure 1: Proton rapidity distribution [2] the system. But the distribution is wider
(solid dots and lines) and sum of proton than expected for a fully stopped isotropic
and deuteron distributions (long dashed proton source with dN/dy o_ 1/cosh(y- yf)2
lines) together with predictions from the _ exp[-(y- yf)2/2.0.882]. The data show
event generators RQMD and ARC a mean rapidity shift (evaluated for the top

half of the rapidity distribution) of Ay -- 0.90 or 0.22 less than for an isotropic source
at ymld. Compared to the transverse motion, a proton has an excess kinetic energy lon-
gitudinally of 0.37 GeV. This could indicate either that the amount of stopping is about
80 % or that the protons were initially fully stopped and acquired the excess longitudinal
kinetic energy by a collective longitudinal expansion with a velocity//_, 0.22 relative to
transverse motion. To compare the data to predictions of models we add the measured
deuteron to the proton distributions (dashed lines in Fig. 1). Fig. 1 also shows results
from the event generators RQMD [3] and ARC [4], both based on cascading and reso-
nance production. The overall degree of stopping is reasonably described by both models.
The mild discrepancy at midrapidity could indicate that the proton Pt slope constant is
actually larger than we assumed for the evaluation of dN/dy. It could also indicate that
an also experimentally observed trigger bias towards larger proton numbers for large Arc

(triggering on charged particles selects charged partilce decays of neutral resonances) is
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too strong in the models.

3. PARTICLE SPECTRA AND FREEZE-OUT TEMPERATURE

Figure 2 shows the 7r- spectrum in trans- 14.6 A G_V/c St + Pb -. fr-
verse massmtdividedbyaBoltzmannspec- _------- --- -- "__
trum cri,_ oc mt.exp(-mt/TB) fitted to the - y=3.0-3.2 _
range pt >_ 0.3 GeV/c. The data are for - _/_,

0.40 i
central (top 2 %) Si + Pb collisions and 4 - __ .... o.eo
are discussed in more detail in Hemmick's _,
contribution [5]. They exhibit a significant
enhancement at low pt over a thermal dis-
tribution. We find the same enhancement 2 - T --I

for both pion charges and for the AI tar-
get. It has been proposed [6] that decays

of theA(1232)resonancearethesourceof 0

thisenhancementand thatthiscan actu- .4 J
allybe used as a quantitativemeasureof L t

the nucleon resonance population at freeze- = _.. _.
out and hence the true temperature of the _ 4 •
system.
To show thesensitivityofthedata,we also _ Eo

plot the distributions obtained for a thermal m 2
system with a ratio of pions from A decay m

to direct pions of 0.40 and 0.60. It can be c_
seen that this range just brackets our ex- ". t... I_ . I ... I . .. I-
perimental data. To fix the temperature, 0 ., _
one has to know in addition the nucleon to _ ! y=3.4-3.6 _
pion ratio. Considering rapidities forward _ • -

of y = 0.5 and the available experimental 4 s_data, the rapidity average of this ratio is

about 0.95. This implies that 30-40 % of _\ -
all nucleons are in the A(1232) resonance, 't',

corresponding to a temperature of 140 ± 2 __ _ --_

20 MeV. As discussed in [5], RQMD repro-
duces our pion spectra extremely well and

there the rapidity averaged fraction of nu- 0
cleons in the A(1232) resonance at freezeout 0 .2 .4 _. .8
is 35 % [7]. mt-rnf (GeV/e)

A synopsis of the Boltzmann tempera- Figure 2: Experimental It- spectra normal-
ture for different particle species and central ized to a Boltzmann distribution fitted to
collisionsofSi(S)+Au(Pb)at14.6and 200 the data forpt > 0.3GeV/c. Solidand
A GeV/c isshown inFigure3 asa function dashedlines:thermalmodel withdifferent
ofrapiditynormalizedto thebeam rapid- fractionsofA decayvs.directpions.

ity.ForAGS energies,alldatapointsbackwardof0.6arefrom E802/E859,thepoints
forwardof0.6from ESI0 (K,A) and E814 (p,lr).There isnow enoughoverlapinthe
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Figure 3: Boltzmann temperatures of different particle species for central Si(S)+Pb(Au)
collisions at the AGS (open symbols) and SPS (200 A GeV/c, closed symbols) as a function
of the rapidity normalized to the beam rapidity. New data points from ES02/E859 [8, 9],
ES10 [10], E814 [2, 5] and NA35 [11] have been added to a figure from [12]. See [12] for
details and other references.

data from the AGS and SPS for the individual particle species to see that there is no
noticeable difference in the slopes of the particle spectra, i.e. the final state of the system
appears not to depend on the intial condition in support of the idea of an equilibrated
system at freeze-out. There are, however, significant differences in the values of Ts for
the different particle species in the midrapidity range. With the exception of K-, which
always shows a relatively steep slope, more massive particles systematically exhibit larger
slope constants. This could be an indication of transverse collective flow. The observed
spread can be accounted for with an approximate flow velocity of/3 = 0.15.

In Figure 3 of [5] it is shown that the A(1232) resonance is also seen directly in E814
by reconstructing the plr. inva_a_t mass in central (top 2 %) Si + Pb collisions. In
Figure 4 we show a first attempt to give an acceptance corrected yield of A+.. Together
with the rapity density of A .. from RQMD [7] we show the geomet6_al acceptance in
the E814 spectrometer using pt spectra for the A as measured for protons. For such an
input distribution our acceptance is 1.5.10 -s for the rapidity interval y - 1.9 - 3.1. This
leads to a A .. multiplicity of 2.1:t:0.7 for this interwl as compared to 5.9 protons in the
same rapidity interval. RQMD predicts 1.8 A++ for this interval in good agreement with
our preliminary experimental number.

4. KAON SPECTRA

For the 1992 run a time-of-flight telescope was implemented 12 m downstream from
the target immediately after the last tracking chamber in order to obtain ka_n spectra
at low Pc. This hodoscope had appropriate granularity for Si + A collisions and a time



resolution of 260 ps. For E877 it will be replaced by a new hodoscope with much finer

granularity and.better timing. Figure 5 (left) shows time spectra for different momentum
bins and positively charged particles. Here, the time has been calculated relative to the
time-of-flight of a particle with a mass of 494 MeV (kaon) so that kaons should lead to
Gaussians centered about zero with a momentum independent width determined by the

time resolution only. Other particle species lead to (near Gaussian) distributions with a
momentum dependent but calculable shape. On the right hand side of Fig. 5 we show the
leftover distribution after subtraction of the pion and proton distributions and a constant

background fitted to the region between kaon and proton. In order to obtain kaon spectra
free from contamination only the finely hatched region of the kaon peaks was used later
on. This way the background subtraction never amounts to more than I0 %. We have
studied both from the data and in simulations the shape in mt of the subtracted proton

and pion back_ound. Data and simulations agree well and show that the observed shape
of the kson spectra cannot be explained in terms of the background and is in fact very
insensitive to the precise amount of background subtracted.

The resultingpreliminaryspec- 100_-_, , [ _ ''' I "''' [ ' '' '"[ ' ' _ira vs. mt- m_ for both kaon 14.6 A GeV/e Si + Pb a/at.,=2g :ms

i.

charges are shown in Figure 6 _[I I I _ z "for two rapidity bins and cen- 10 -=
tral Si + Pb collisions (_/a,,o = z z *"P
2%). lqote,thatthe invariant ,-RQMD &44 • =@

multiplicity has been divided by 1 •
an additional factor mt so that =

Boltzmanndistributionsarerep- "

resentedbyexponentialswiththe _ .1
temperatureTs asinverseslope z k
constant. The dashed lines in- "_ ' |"

dicate exponentials fitted to the .01 [._"!.m

data. The resulting values of Ts _ :

are 12 MeV for K + and 10 MeV j t..
for K-. The spectra at low mt .001 h ++ ace. in 814 -__
are obviously much steeper than

what is observed at mt - mK >_ [--

0.02 GeV/c 2 by the E802/E859 .0001 _,
collaboration (see e.g. Fig. 3 -- ,, l,,,, l , , _,, l,,,, l ,'I, ,-:
and [9]). This effect is not re- 0 l 2 3
produced by the current event Y
generators. As an example we Figure 4: Rapidity distribution of protons from
also show in Fig. 6 the results E81412], of A ++ from RQMD[7], of A ++ into the
from RQMD as well as fits of 814 acceptance and acceptance corrected experimental
the RQMD spectra at larger mt yield of A ++ (open circle).
(mr - mK >_0.1GeV/c2). Our data, although currently measured only over a small pt
interval, show a significant low p_ kaon enhancement for both kaon charges. The source
of this enhancement is currentlynot known, although it has been conjectured that a col-
lective potential of a depth of 50 MeV or larger or an equivalent drop of the kaon mass



in the dense medium could account for the data [13]. More data will be taken with Au
beams by E87?.to further study and establish this effect.

5. PION CORRELATIONS AND SOURCE SIZE AT FREEZE-OUT

: The lr+Tr+ and _r-lr-

10_1_, 1.5_p/z<l.7sc,_ __ K _-2_p. surement for central

"" 2[ + 1.ssp/z<l.TS_v correlation function mea-

l02 _,_ _1_ i /m_ Si + Pb coUisions(tOPcussedl0%) inhaS[14]beenanddiS-the
10 . i 3 , , .,. 814 data are again pre-

10_ 0 ' ' sented in Figure 7. Be-2.3tp/Z<2.40eV cause of the arguments
• 2.3tp/Z<2.4 c_v 2 _ ¢- 286p, given in [14] we pre-

c: ._%.. fer to obtain a corre-
• , ,' lation function from
/ "_

o 10 : ' an event generator with
¢.-) _ : '_- ',, known space time ex-

I_ , i] ,, , I, ,;,,1,,_, I,,,, tent of the souce of
_) 2.811p/Z<2.9 G4V "

1 _ v 2 particles (e.g. pions)t, - ¢ - 308 I:a

and compare this to
102 • the experimental cor-

. x relation function over
10 : '," fitting the data with

C - : " certain functional forms.
I ' , ,,,I, ;,,I,,'_,I,,,,

-2 0 2 4 -1 0 1 Fig. 3 shows in com-
T (ns) parison to our data the

Figure 5: Left: Distributions in time-of-flight relative to that of correlation function ob-
a kaon for positively charged particles. Right: After background tained for RQMD events
subtraction (see text), and excellent agreement
is found for both pion charges. Going back to the original KQMD events, one finds that

on average the pions are emitted from a source of transverse radius RT = 6.7 fm and of
longitudinal radius (in the c.m. frame) RL = 5.0 fin. This source is nearly spherical with
arms radius of tt = 8.3 fm and we conclude that our data are consistent with such a
source. The transverse radius haS to be compared to e.g. the initial transverse size of

the system of R-r(Si) = 2.9 fm yielding a transverse expansion of the sytem by a factor
2.3. If the expansion proceeds with/_ = 0.3 the time.scale of the expansion is 10 fm/c.
We saw above that more realistic estimates of the collective expansion velocity give #

0.2 leading to a time of about 15 fm/c. A very similar radius of the system is obtained
from the deuteron to proton ratio in central Si + Pb collisions and its interpretation in a
thermal model [15].

The pion interferometry data aS well aS the d/p ratio are consistent with a volume at
freeze-out of V = 2400 fm3. One can explore whether this is a reaSonable result in terms

of the known pion nucleon cross section. For a freeze-out temperature Tf = 0.14 GeV
one finds a thermal and isospin averaged value of _r_ = 62 mb. Defining that freeze-out
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occurs when the average dist'ance from a given nucleon to the nearest pion is d - V/Cr,,=/_r
the freeze-out Vol_tmeis V = 2750 fm3, close to the above result. For this volume, the
densities of nucleons and pions are p,, = 0.045/fm 3 and p_ = 0.055/fm 3, leading to a
baryon chemical potential/=s - 0.48 GeV. The strangeness chemical potential can be
evaluated from the K+/K - ratio [9] and is found to be comparatively small, #s = 0.105
GeV. To test whether the system at freeze-out is in chemical equilibrium, one can use the
values of # to predict the production ratios _/p - 1.10 -3 and A/A = 4.7.10 -3.

Both are closeto the =Si+Pb--->K*(K-)+X(E814 Preliminary & RQMD)

experimentalvaluesof K+ 2.z=y<=.40.6(3).10-3 (fromE802, K- 2.2t_<2.,
E859,E814 and E858 .... s=_-_=,,
[16])and 2.0(8).10-3 .... E,,o...t_,

(E859, preliminary [17D._" I:'_.,_ '°l__:

In summary, we find c_ :

idencefrom the exper- _ 10 ::
imental data on par- "_ , :':':':':':=':':'=':
ticle spectra, correla- x_ _. ix Rou0

i'J''lt'''l'l''l .... I, 1 "l,,,I .... I .... I .... I,

tioasandratiosto sup- "o
port the assumption _ 2.4Sy<2.e 2.4=_<2.6Z
of a hadron gas in ther- _:_

mal and chemical equi- "" "__librium at freeze-out. F: " lO

This, however, also im- _ "_s -"_" __ _:::plies that the system ._ i._i2 ' : i

at this stage has pre- 10 _ ;

served no 'memory' of _7"2::.......... 2:'::'::"2:: : :::
the hot intial stage, " ""'":':'=:.......
may it be a hadron ,,,,t,,,,t,,,,I,_"_'_:i:';:' 1 T',,,,i,,,,t,,,,t,,,,l_,
gas or a quark-gluon 0 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1

plasma. It also ex- mt-m_ (GeV/c 2)

plains why rather sim- Figure 6: Experimental kaon spectra compared to predictions from
ple events generators RQMD and fits to RqMD at mt - mK >_0.I GeV/c 2.
based just on hadronic
cascading can explain the present data so successfully, although their treatment of the
system in the high density phase may well not be appropriate. An indicati,m that a sys-
tem with a large number of degrees of freedem was created comes from eva uating from
the data the entropy per baryon S/N. - 3.95 - In(d/p) + S,/N. = 12.2, which is large.
In light of this, future experiments will have to search for observables which reflect the
early hot and dense stage of the collisions, as e.g. electromagnetic probes, whirh have not
been explored yet at the AGS.

Financial support by the US DoE, the NSF, the Canadian NSERC, and CNPq Brazil
is gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 7: Experimental 2 pion correlation function together with the corresponding cor-
relation function constructed from RQMD events (see [14])
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